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Overview

1.1. Publish a Revised Edition
Web 3.0: The Decentralized Web Blockchain
networks and Protocol Innovation, 2018,
Faten Adel Alabdulwahhab

Personal Health Record/Electronic Medical Record

Unlike when this whitepaper was first published in the 2000s, the current blockchain market is developing at a very rapid
pace. In the late 2000s, DEFI (Decentralized Finance) became more popular in the blockchain market, where the field of
development seemed unclear. In 2021, NFTs (Non Fungible Tokens) and Metaverse-related stocks and digital assets

Data Trading Model for Medical My Data
Environments, 2020 Oh Hyun Taek(KAIST)

became more popular. In the second half of 2021, the public became aware of digital assets when P2E (Play to Earn)
projects became popular. All of this is in line with the market trend in Web 3.0, which returns the power of digital assets to
individuals rather than to centralized groups.

Traditional Web 2.0 connected people. Social media platforms were invented, and development was focused on
applications. In contrast, Web 3.0 is a decentralized web. Unlike the traditional Web 2.0, where data information is
unilaterally given and shared by a central authority, Web 3.0 returns ownership of the data to the data creator. While
traditional Web 2.0 platforms have generated advertising revenue by publishing content created by the public, Web 3.0
takes ownership of the data and lets the owners generate revenue while the platform companies only provide a means to
publish posts.

The paradigm shift in the use of personal information, which focuses on the subject of the information, is creating a variety
of business fields based on MyData. In the medical field, where various personal information is created and managed, this
movement is also progressing rapidly. MISBLOC aims to return the ownership of the information to the individual, not the
central institution. MISBLOC will do this by providing a model in which individuals receive compensation for their medical
data, rather than centralized medical institutions.

MISBLOC (Medical Information Service with Blockchain) provides a blockchain-based medical service ecosystem that uses
medical information and blockchain technology in the era of My Data. MISBLOC will connect communication, medical, and
finance in this era. This vision of MISBLOC is in line with the development of the Web 3.0 era. We want to lay the
foundation to lead the medical data market that will be suitable for this era.
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1.2. Market Overview
The medical service industry is at the edge of the consistent growth and change given the emergence of the MyData
industry, the introduction of the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) system, and the further globalization and growth of the
telemedicine market and the inbound medical tourism. However, there are several significant issues found within the
developing medical service market, such as 1) Fragmentation of the EMR system, 2) Lack of telemedicine system 3) Lack
of reliable medical information content.

The MISBLOC team presents three primary missions in order to address the relevant issues found within a medical service
system, by implementing a healthcare ecosystem that benefits all participants and by building a delicately designed
platform based on the blockchain. First of all, 1) The Medical Institutions shall be provided with a platform that will boost its
profitability through transparent and efficient data management. Secondly, 2) The Patients shall have access to their
personal medical information, which will contribute to the enhancement of the stability obtainment, convenient utility, and
even monetization. And lastly, 3) The new advertising tool shall be introduced, immune to forgery or counterfeit, which
will utilize medical information of the users.

In order to successfully achieve its mission, the MISBLOC team proposes a blockchain-based medical service platform - “
ANAPATALK”. ANAPATALK is an efficient ecosystem that will alter the existing sophisticated UI applications exploited in
the healthcare industry, which will be provided for 1)Patients 2) Medical Institutions 3) Third-party users 4) Government/Public Institutions. The following are the features and functions, that will be presented by the “ANAPATALK”:

Medical Data Decentralization : Personal medical data shall be recorded in an unmodifiable state (immune to forgery
and counterfeit), that further be transparently distributed with a direct application of blockchain technology.
Medical Data Interoperability : Based on medical data stored in the blockchain, medical services can be freely
received anytime, anywhere with no time or spacious constraints
Reliability of Medical Content : The members of the community, both patients and medical service providers will be
able to share and provide reliable content.
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The ecosystem participants can easily find the right hospital and reserve a visit to a doctor through the ANAPATALK
platform, while keeping medical records safely with security-specific blockchain technology. Designing the service in a way
that the patients can utilize the exclusive and discrete medical information, and using the medical service to write a review
with the reward system for obtaining real “value-added” tokens encourages the patients to share reliable medical reviews
with others. Besides, medical institutions here can receive services that both patients and medical institutions will be
content with, as the hospital's profits will be generated due to the post-care period, which in fact doesn’t require a
separate marketing campaign to be conducted.

MISBLOC considers collaboration with medical associations and medical institutions just as important as communication
with the government. MISBLOC wants to fully understand and follow the government's regulations and the flow of trends
in the medical field. In addition, MISBLOC aims to provide practical and useful information and services to medical service
consumers.
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Problem

Centralized System of Medical Data
Currently, medical data is managed in a thoroughly centralized system by medical institutions. Additionally, personal
medical information would be leaked if the security of a centralized medical institution is breached. Furthermore, all
personal medical data would disappear if the medical institution disappears. Transparency and the reliability of medical
data are not guaranteed due to structural problems in which data is monopolized by centralized medical institutions. There
is also a risk of data loss and a vulnerability to hacking. This significantly reduces the accessibility and utilization of data, and
means that you are always at risk of your sensitive data being leaked.

In addition to security issues, there are issues with ownership of personal health information. Current medical records are
written by health care providers. However, the medical record is information about the patient. Korean law stipulates that
while the medical personnel created the medical record, the medical data belongs to the individual patient. However, the
current centralized medical data system makes it impossible to own one’s individual medical records. Presently, social
movements like returning the ownership of data to individuals regardless of the type of data are taking place. A world
where platforms such as YouTube do not earn advertising revenue by receiving information from individuals, but in which
individuals share their information to generate revenue, is coming soon. Contrary to this future situation, there is currently
no service model in the medical world where individuals can use their own medical data.

Unreliable Medical Data System
In the current era, despite the rapid increase in the demand for sharing medical information through networks, there is
practically no system that individuals can trust to protect their medical data. Current medical data is in a state where it can
be easily modified by arbitrary computer experts with malicious intent. As a result, most companies and organizations have
made continuous investments to improve the security and accessibility of medical data. Nevertheless, they still feel
anxious about security and have experienced difficulties in managing data growth.

Segmented and Fragmented Medical Data Systems
Currently, medical data systems in Korea and around the world are segmented and fragmented. This is because the
medical record programs of market-leading companies have not been standardized and so use different formats.
Although the content of medical records have been standardized, program operation methods, databases, and human
interfaces for storing and using data are different for each development company. Accordingly, the medical record system
applied to each medical institution is different.
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The fragmentation of the EMR systems is in fact causing a totally adverse effect on the compatibility of medical records.
Namely, given the fact that medical institutions do not utilize standardized recording systems, patients cannot move or
transfer their medical records when they change their medical institutions, since they use different standards. Every time,
when a patient changes a medical institution, he has to issue a paper chart that he has to submit to another medical
institution, which is further entered back into the EMR system of the new medical institution through the scanning or
manually entered. Although the EMR systems were introduced mainly to automatize the medical recording processes,
comprehensive compatibility of diagnosis or healthcare information transfers were not enabled, thereby leaving the linkage
of medical records between medical institutions and the continuity of healthcare at the same spot, which is no different
from the paper medical recording method. Segmented and fragmented healthcare systems are increasing social costs,
including increased spending due to repeated institutional system designs and more visits to healthcare institutions by
individuals.

Figure 1. Lack of Interoperability between Medical Institutions
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MISBLOC Insight

3.1. Why Blockchain?
Blockchain is a distributed data storage technology that stores the accumulated data in blocks and replicates it to a
multitude of computers simultaneously, which is also known as a distributed ledger. The concept of the blockchain is
contrasted with the concept of centralization, thus P2P transactions can be carried out without the presence of intermediaries. The validation process is carried out in the exact order in which blocks are created, that is by the unit of information
storage, which limits and prevents the cases with the falsification or forgery of the data. The data manipulation or
counterfeiting is virtually impossible, since in order to manipulate information within the blockchain one must hack
information from a majority of participants and falsify all subsequent blocks, which is indeed a very complicated thing to
accomplish. In other words, the core value of blockchain technology is the establishment of a P2P trust-based network
without intermediary agencies, and it is a technology that is currently being developed continuously.

A. Medical Data Interoperability
MISBLOC Team proposes a global medical service platform that can effectively connect patients and hospitals through
interoperability between hospitals, which will enable transparent management of medical information data using the
blockchain. Currently, due to the fragmentation of the medical information systems, the entities dealing with medical
information, such as government, medical institutions, and patients are faced with a situation in which they have to endure
substantial inconvenience since the devices they use are not equipped with interoperability features. Thus, due to the
absence of organized communication and connection of the information, an inefficient data management system has
been formed. To address the issue of interoperability, the MISBLOC team uses blockchain technology to store the ID
values and EMRs of ecosystem participants such as medical institutions, doctors, and patients at hash value, and then the
data is checked for forgery or counterfeit by comparing the hash values. The data that has been identified and checked for
the absence of forgery and alteration suspicions is further used for hospital treatment, that is placed on patient personal
devices, and convenient mobile medical treatment between hospitals thereafter becomes possible.

B. Medical Data Decentralization
In fact, the medical data, which is managed by a centralized system, is often found to be nontransparent and unreliable.
Let’s look at this phenomenon by looking at an example of a plastic surgery sphere. The authority over the information is
concentrated on medical institutions when it comes to the plastic surgeries, where the botox and filler treatment occur
with the highest frequency. To be more clear, the information about the background of the brand of botox and filler under
which the patient is treated is not provided, thus the patient cannot access any information certified by the product
development company, thus data such as expiration date and manufacturing date is not available, in the result he or she
receives the treatment only based on the information provided by the medical institution. MISBLOC’s team can manage
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and share various medical product information related to the manufacturing and expiration date and distribution process
in a transparent manner, which is always kept in an unmodifiable state (immune to forgery and alteration) using blockchain
technology. The patient's MyData is stored on the hospital's servers and the patient's unique devices with the help of the
blockchain technology. The stored medical data turns into big data, and through this, the MISBLOC team completes the
medical information blockchain ecosystem that serves as an integrative solution to all medical institutions, patients, and
third parties.

Figure 2. Transparent Distribution of Medical Data

C. Reliability of Medical Content
MISBLOC team provides a medical SNS platform, which is based on blockchain technology. The contribution compensation system, which ensures transparency and reliability of medical content is carried out with the usage of smart contracts.
The availability of reliable medical content invigorates the SNS community and provides a foundation for maintaining the
ecosystem in a smooth way. Participants who contribute to the healthcare community ecosystem by meeting the needs
of patients who need reliable medical information are rewarded for their brilliant contributions. The community will upload
content covering the entire area of medical services and establish a virtuous cycle structure that benefits both medical
service providers and patients.

Figure 3. Activization of Medical Content
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3.2. Team Mission
MISBLOC's Team aims to implement a healthcare ecosystem that benefits all participants by establishing a well-designed
platform based on the blockchain, thereby addressing the medical industry service problems. The MISBLOC team
produces and releases an efficient blockchain ecosystem that will replace the current sophisticated UI applications utilized
in the existing medical service industry. The MISBLOC ecosystem includes 1) Patients, 2) Medical Institutions, 3) Third-Parties, 4) Government/Public, and presents an efficient platform that can satisfy and meet the requirements of all participants in the following way:

1

The Medical Institutions shall be provided with a platform that will boost their profitability through transparent and
efficient data management

2

The Patients shall have access to their personal medical information, which will contribute to enhancement of the
stability obtainment, convenient utility, and even monetization

3

The New Advertising tool will be introduced, immune to forgery or counterfeit, which will utilize medical information of
the users.

MISBLOC defines these three milestones as a primary mission and proposes “ANAPATALK” to realize them successfully.
ANAPATALK is a blockchain-based medical service platform, which will provide the following functions and features:
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Participants

As-Is

Medical records, such as physical charts
are usually issued at a very high cost,

Patients

To-Be

Patients will be able to easily download,
store, and submit EMR sources to their

that requires visiting directly a hospital

smartphones

whenever necessary (in cases like

The commission fees will be lower

transferring to another medical

compared to the existing practice of

institution or submission of records

physical record issuance

to a third-party institution)

Privacy protection of personal information

There is a persistent concern over
leakage of sensitive personal medical
information, through the hacking.

will be guaranteed
Diverse information acquisition and
compensation benefits through the
community will be introduced in the future

The cost reduction will be provided with
secure and efficient data management tools
Low inter-hospital compatibility due

Medical
Institutions

to the absence of system standardization.
The cost burden over the medical data
storage & reliability of this process

Additional revenue model and customer
growth will be enabled with the further
invigoration of the ecosystem
Efficient marketing channels will be provided
Efficientl method of attracting inbound
overseas customers will be provided

3rd Party

Presence of the likelihood of
falsification of the medical records.

Obtainment of immune to forgery and
alteration medical records will be provided
Improved customer conviniece

Participation in the private sector will be

Government
/Public

High cost and time expenditure

activized through the provision of

promoting standard projects, such

incentives via token economy.

as certification systems
Effectiveness due to the low participation

Addressing the medical service
industry-related issues with low cost and
highly efficient platform

Figure 4. According to the Participant “As-Is & To-Be”
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MISBLOC Platform

Many of the functions that MISBLOC pursues will be implemented in ANAPATALK, MISBLOC’s application. ANAPATALK
1.0, which was produced in 2020, was replaced by ANAPATALK 2.0 which was released in the third quarter of 2021.
Development following ANAPATALK 2.0 is underway with the goal of establishing a system that can register medical data
and lets users receive compensation, rather than a simple post-reward compensation SNS. In the second quarter of 2022,
MISBLOC plans to release ANAPATALK 2.1. Starting with the release of ANAPATALK 2.1, MISBLOC will be reborn as a
company specializing in medical data, and the following features will be added according to the development plan on our
Roadmap.

M

M

M

Figure 5. Blockchain-based Medical Service Platform
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4.1. ANAPATALK Structure
A. Menu Screen
The Menu screen lists the essential features of ANAPATALK. You can search for each medical institution in several ways
from the default “Find Dentist” menu. You can edit various personal information on My Page, and you can move to
ANAPATALK’s MSB Wallet Page by clicking the wallet menu. You can register your medical records on the "Dental Review"
bulletin board, receive points and exchange them for MSB Tokens, and search for events of each partner institution on the
“Event” bulletin board. You can also check out common sense medical knowledge from the “Dental Information” menu.

My Page
Use of functions such as hospital reservation,
review management, point management,
and medical questionnaire management

Dental Clinic Serching
User can find dentists based on location,
medical field, region, and symptom.

MSB Wallet
MSB based on Klaytn,
Klaytn enabled wallet

Event
Check various event information
in Anapatalk

Dental Clinic Serching
User can find dentists based on location,
medical field, region, and symptom.

My Page
Dental care information content
directly informed by the dentist

Figure 6. Menu of ANAPATALK, a Blockchain-based Medical Service Platform
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B. Hospital Appointment Function
The first step for filling out the online questionnaire is making an appointment at a hospital. After selecting a hospital,
select “Reservation“, “Date“ and “Time“ in that order. Reservations can be made by date and time. After making the
reservation, the medical institution will contact the patient. The reservation will be confirmed after checking some final
information.

Dental Clinic Reservation
Access the website of the hospital
users want to make a reservation
on the list of hospitals, click the
Reservation button and select the
date and time

Reservation
Dental Clinic
Choose The Date

Figure 7. ANAPATALK’s Hospital Appointment System
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Points indicated above may change in the future.

C. Creation of Online Medical Questionnaire and Generation of Medical Data
When the hospital appointment process is complete, the online questionnaire creation page will automatically load. Filling
out the online questionnaire will award the user 10,000 points (subject to change) once a year. Points will vary depending
on market conditions. The points obtained through this process can be converted into Klaytn-based MSB Tokens within
the ANAPATALK wallet and deposited at exchanges that support MSB transactions. In the questionnaire, most of the
individual's health information such as diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure, information about medications being
taken, allergy information, smoking status, pregnancy status, etc. will be checked. The main symptoms will be written in
descriptive form. Finally, ANAPATALK will check whether the user is enrolled in insurance. Finally, when you click “I agree”
to personal information collection and the user agreement, the questionnaire will be completed and 10,000P (subject to
change) will be credited to the point wallet of the user’s account.

Fill Out a Medical
Questionnaire
Only Reservation

Choose to Fill Out a Questionnaire
User can get the point when filling
out the questionnaire

Choose the Reservation
Reservation process end

Normal
Reservation

Normal Reservation

Braces
Reservation

Braces Reservation

Fill out normal medical questionnaire

Fill out braces medical questionnaire

Import Previous
Medical Questionnaire
Reuse the medical questionnaire of
previous hospital reservation

Figure 8. Creation of Online Medical Questionnaire for Medical Data Generation
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D. SNS Review & Reward System
Users who complete hospital reservations and online questionnaires can write reviews and receive points. Although
currently the reviews are not on-chain, they can also be regarded as medical data written by individuals, and on-chain
development is scheduled for the end of 2022 or 2023. Users who register their medical data after further development
will be paid additional points after agreeing to on-chainization.

Write a Review
Write a review on the hospital
page after hospital treatment

Main Page Reviews
Write a review on the hospital
page after hospital treatment

Figure 9. Medical Treatment Review Screen
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E. WALLET
The wallet within the ANAPATALK application aims to be a decentralized wallet. It supports a point-to-token swap
function that allows points to be converted into MSB tokens within the wallet. 1 point can be converted into 1 MSB token.
In the beginning, issues such as hacking points and converting them into coins indefinitely may occur, so a manager
approval function has been applied when sending more than a certain amount of points (initial setting of 50,000 points).
After stability has been verified, we plan to add a feature that automatically swaps points to MSB tokens. The function of
the wallet itself plays a slightly centralized role before tokens enter the decentralized wallet. This point-to-token swap step
improves general security that cannot be defended by blockchain, so we hope the public understands that.

As various medical data are registered, the Ethereum-based MSB blockchain system will not be able to handle the gas fees
caused by many transactions and besides, it is very slow. MISBLOC seeks to minimize gas fees incurred during transactions
by applying the Klaytn mainnet technology developed by Krust (formerly Ground X), a blockchain subsidiary of Kakao. Due
to the drastically increased transaction speed compared to Ethereum, a lot of medical data will be able to be on-chain.
Klaytn mainnet support will be implemented in the second quarter of 2022, two months after the publication of this white
paper.

ANAPATALK’s wallet is a decentralized wallet, and once the withdrawal process to an exchange or other wallet is approved
by an individual or institution, the subsequent process cannot be stopped. In the case of incorrect deposits to the wrong
address, tokens cannot be retrieved again due to the nature of decentralized wallets. Therefore, it is necessary to confirm
that you have the correct address before withdrawing or depositing.

Since the MSB Token is a Klaytn-based token, a small amount of Klay coins are required to be used as a gas fee when
withdrawing MSB Tokens. When converting points into MSB Tokens in the ANAPATALK wallet and withdrawing them out
of the wallet, you must first check whether or not you have Klay. Therefore, the ANAPATALK Wallet simultaneously serves
as a Klay coin wallet. If a user has insufficient Klay coin holdings, they must purchase Klay coins from other exchanges and
transfer them to their ANAPATALK wallet.

Key Wallet Features
Store KLAY coins and MSB tokens
Send and Receive Various Cryptocurrencies
P2P Transactions
Wallet History Inquiry
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Precautions
The MSB wallet in the ANAPATALK application only supports Klaytn-based MSB tokens. If you deposit your existing
ERC-20 MSB tokens, the tokens may be permanently lost. When depositing MSB tokens into the wallet within the
application, it is essential to confirm what the token is based on before depositing it.

Anapatalk Wallet
Klaytn-based wallet, MSB and
KLAY support

2 Withdraw

3 Deposit

1 Wallet Overview
MSB, KLAY information

2 Withdraw Cryptocurrency
Using when withdrawing
cryptocurrency to another wallet

3 Deposit Cryptocurrency
Using when deposit cryptocurrency
from another wallet to MSB wallet

Figure 10. Main Screen and BasicFunctions of the MSB Wallet on ANAPATALK

1 Wallet Overview

2 Withdraw

3 Deposit

Figure 11. Screen of Each Page of the MSB Wallet
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4.2. Creation of Medical Data
Patients can create their own medical data at medical institutions. In general, electronic medical records prepared by
medical personnel at medical institutions correspond to this medical data. However, medical records in their current state
generally cannot be shared or reprocessed. However, when a patient receives this medical data from a medical institution,
the medical data can be reprocessed and reused according to the patient's will. If the patient stores this medical data on
the patient's own smartphone, then these records are converted into PHR (Personal Health Record), which becomes the
patient's personal health information called MyData. There are no legal problems with using MyData from PHR, as long as
the patient's consent has been given. Even if you upload your PHR to the Internet community or use it for commercial
purposes, it is an act of your own free will and does not pose a legal problem.

Medical data can be created through the path described in “4.1 Anapatok Structure.” You can register a patient's personal
medical treatment review and fill out an online medical questionnaire containing your systemic diseases. On-chain medical
data can be created through the registration function including medical records (X-RAYs, CT scans, EMRs) that will be
updated at the end of 2022 or early 2023.

MyData applies blockchain technology so that it enables the storage of data on the medical institutions’ servers and on
patient’s personal devices, which is kept in the unmodifiable state (immune to forgery and alteration). The EMR is sent to
the patient's phone when the patient requests to download EMR records, reflecting the current general information
delivery system as much as possible, rather than indiscriminately sharing the medical records of the first EMR records.
However, information related to distribution, such as medical devices, medical products, and medicines, which are not EMR
records, is automatically sent to mobile devices with the consent of patients so that information about which products
were treated can be easily checked on mobile devices.

Figure 12. Using a Platform with a Personal Device
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The medical institution will be compensated for providing healthcare information to the patient. When medical institutions
issue EMRs to patients' mobile device apps, they compensate them with tokens equivalent to the actual medical number,
and whenever the number of views on this record rises, compensation is added to encourage the voluntary participation
of medical institutions.

Figure 13. Compensation for Providing Patient Information
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4.3. Using Medical Data
The goal is for patients to use ANAPTALK to submit their medical records to third-party institutions, such as medical
institutions and insurance companies, using e-mail or apps. This will enable remote medical treatment, counseling, and
prescription services through a remote consultation system. It is an essential function for building a global medical service
platform.

A. Electronic Record Submission
In the existing paper medical record method, patients lose ownership upon submission, however, the patient's medical
data stored in the app does not disappear with a single submission, which in turn enables permanent and continuous
usage of the medical records. For example, in the past, if a patient wanted to issue an X-ray record, it was stored in
Compact Disc, which was issued for 20,000 KRW per disc, which resulted in additional monetary and timely burden every
time, when the patient needed it. However, patients participating in the ANAPATALK ecosystem can minimize unnecessary
time and cost burden, such as receiving CDs at medical institutions, by just paying MSB Token as a fee and downloading
X-ray records through the app. In addition, patients can easily send their medical records to other medical institutions by
designating and clicking the desired part of their medical records. These data will be able to be submitted by individual
patients to medical institutions as well as third-party companies. MISBLOC developed an online medical questionnaire
storage system that is the foundation of these functions in the first quarter of 2022. It is scheduled to be on-chain in the
first quarter of 2023.

Figure 14. Concurrent Medical Data Usage
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CertiLife Platform

MISBLOC will launch CertiLife, the world's first blockchain-based medical certification platform, in the first half of 2023.
Patients who use hospitals and clinics that use medical product manufacturers linked to CertiLife will be able to easily
check the genuine certificate of medical devices or medical materials used for their treatment and medical records. The
platform covers not only dentistry, but also all departments including plastic surgery and dermatology.

5.1. Need for Blockchain-based Medical Certificates
Currently, many young women in Korea are undergoing Botox and filler procedures, and more than 20% of the population
in their 50s and older are undergoing implant treatment due to the gradual deterioration of their oral health. In the past,
patients had simply requested "botox treatment” or “implant treatment" itself while receiving hospital treatment. However,
with the recent development of various social media such as YouTube, Facebook, and Instagram, the public's medical
knowledge (called "Medical IQ") has increased, and patients have begun to ask medical institutions for specific information
on Botox, implants, and breast augmentation. The medical sector is busy reacting to these public needs, and large Korean
dental companies have already produced and provided genuine certificates to medical institutions. Medical institutions
have increased the reliability of treatment by providing genuine certificates issued by manufacturers after treating patients.
However, the existing certificate is made of paper, so it is difficult for patients to store it for a long time. That makes it hard
to receive aftercare if it’s been a long time since the initial treatment. MISBLOC will launch a medical certificate platform
called "CertiLife" and work with medical material manufacturers to produce medical devices such as Botox, fillers, breast
implants, and dental implants, while issuing blockchain-based genuine medical certificates for easy storage on various
platforms. In the case of Korea, KakaoTalk's cryptocurrency wallet "Klip," which has a market share of more than 95%,
makes it easy to receive reliable medical certificates and store them permanently.

Figure 15. NFT Implant Certificate Stored on Klip
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5.2. CertiLife NFT Certificate Composition
A. Process for Issuance and Distribution Management of Genuine NFT Certificates
NFT certificates for medical materials, such as implants, Botox, fillers, and breast implants, cooperate with manufacturers
and connect the history of their manufacturing stages to the system. First, we will explain implants as an example. Like
other medical devices, implants are given unique product information and serial numbers at the time of manufacturing.
This information is collected and barcoded. After that, an NFT containing the information will be minted on the Klaytn
mainnet. Actual manufactured implant products will be supplied to medical institutions. The hospital performs implant
surgery and transfers the NFT to the patient's Klip Wallet on KakaoTalk. Patients can check the information of their
implants at any time through KakaoTalk.

Implant Produce

Sending NFT certification to
patient after implant surgery

Supply products to
medical Facilities

Patient store authenticity
NFT in Klaytn Clip Wallet

Numbering product number
and serial number

Attach barcode to
product after creating
barcode of information

Issuance of NFTs
that match products

Check implant information
NFT through Certilife
during implant A/S

Figure 16. Process for Issuance and Distribution Management of Genuine NFT Certificates
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B. NPaaS-based Certificate System Composition
CertiLife was created using Kakao's NPasS-based certificate system. The CertiLife Server on Kakao’s iCloud can search and
transmit NFT information and manage patient information. This information is linked to hospitals that play a role in
delivering NFTs from the manufacturers to patients. During this process, the hospital enters patient information, hospital
information, and medical records. The information is stored in CertiLife's database using API, and this information is linked
to the in-house system of CertiLife's affiliate company that manufactures implants, Botox, and fillers. The following is a
schematic diagram of the implant certificate process currently being developed.

CertiLife On Cloud

Patient kakao talk Klip

CertiLife Patient Server

Product Linkage API

- Withdraw NFT

- Product registration

- Inquiry for NFT information

- Correct product information

- Patient information management

- Request delete product

- Certification App request processing

information

Hospital Linkage
- Medical facilities, medical number

CertiLife
Product DB

authentication
- Enter chart information
- Request NFT withdraw

Ex-factory NFT Issuing

Manufacturer

Product

Product Name

Manufacturer A

Implant

A

KoreaA

Wating

Manufacturer B

Botox

B

JapanB

Wating

Manufacturer C

Filler

C
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Klip

Address

23BS32...

Product Information Linkage
CertiLife Customer Infra
Ex-factory

Customer Intranet System
Product DB
Product linkage Batch

Transferred
DB

324

Korea
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Waiting

Compare Change
Information
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Original
DB

325

Korea
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Figure 17. NPaaS-based (Kakao Enterprise's NFT Platform) Certificate System Composition
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5.3. CertiLife Structure
A. Menu Screen
The menu screen lists the essential functions of CertiLife. In the “Explore” menu, you can search various medical material
NFT certificates issued through CertiLife. In “Stats”, you can search the delivery process of NFTs issued by manufacturers
and medical institutions. You will be able to edit your personal information through the “Profile” page, and in the global
version, you can store each certificate by connecting it to your own wallet through the “Wallet” menu. Please note that the
screen below is currently under development and the menu’s content and images may change after its release.

CertiLife

Explore

Stats

Create

Profile

Wallet

Login

Keep your medical certificates easily,
conveniently and strongly

Explore

Create

Learn more about MedCerti

Figure 18. CertiLife Menu Composition
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B. NFT Implant Certificate Wallet
This is the wallet composition of the NFT implant certificate in the CertiLife app that is currently being developed. Medical
NFT certificates issued by domestic companies are issued based on the Klaytn mainnet and are stored in Klip, Kakao’s
cryptocurrency wallet. It is possible to access corresponding NFTs simultaneously in both the Klip and CertiLife applications, with Klip playing the role of a certificate wallet and the CertiLife app playing the role of viewer. The image below is a
basic composition diagram of the CertiLife app. You can check the implant company, product name, product serial
number, lot number, product production date, model name, and product specifications. Each menu is currently under
development and may vary slightly depending on the situation. In the case of Botox and fillers, the composition is the
same.

As the future roadmap for Klip plans to be supported by Ethereum and Polygon, the global version that will be developed
in the future is also considering issuing on a Polygon-based basis, which has been widely adopted recently.

Afterwards, we plan to increase the global accessibility of medical certificates by collaborating with several wallet service
providers that are widely used in many countries and continents.

CertiLife

CertiLife

임플란트 NFT 인증서

임플란트 회사

제품이름

D사

임플란트

제품일련번호

0000-0000-0000

제품생산일자

XX.XX.XX

제품재원

--

출고일자

00.00.00

유통병원

ㅁㅁ병원

Figure 19. NFT Medical Certificate Wallet UI
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06

Architecture

6.1. Klaytn Blockchain Architecture
A. Hybrid BlockChain
A hybrid blockchain is a structure that mixes the public blockchain and a private blockchain. The interior is divided into a
mainchain and a sidechain. The mainchain acts as a public blockchain, and the sidechain acts as a private blockchain. Unlike
general blockchains, sidechains can be added and information can be stored and processed differently. Information that is
irrelevant if disclosed is stored on the mainchain, and information that needs to be kept private is stored on the private
chain, the sidechain.

If, during the processing of a transaction, there are requests that require different sidechains, the transaction is processed
on the mainchain. However, when a transaction does not affect other sidechains, it is processed only on that sidechain.

The function that interlocks these two chains is called EN (End Point Node).

Side Chain 1

Side Chain 2

Side Chain 3

Side Chain 4

Main Chain

Side Chain N

Figure 20. Schematic Diagram of the Klaytn Blockchain Architecture
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B. Network
Klaytn is composed of the various networks listed below:

Core Cell Network (CCN): A collection of nodes that executes and verifies blockchain transactions
Consensus Node Network(CNN) : A collection of Nodes that form a consensus
Proxy Node Network(PNN) : A collection of Nodes to which ENNs are directly connected
Endpoint Node Network(ENN) : A collection of Nodes that handle blockchain transaction production and RPC API requests
Service Chain Network(SCN) : A collection of Nodes operated by blockchain apps and independently operated by Klaytn.

One main network consisting of CNN and ENN is responsible for the operation of the entire Klaytn blockchain. The service
chain, which is a sidechain, and the main network are connected through interfaces supported by Klaytn. The interface
provided by Klaytn enables SCN side chains to provide independent services. Due to this structure, each service can create
a blockchain optimized for the service they want and have a structure that can be connected with other services. In
addition, sensitive information may not be uploaded to the main blockchain using the SCN side chain.

The service chain builds an independent service space, but serves as a structure to secure the trust of the mainnet based
on the circumstances. This means that the two layers back each other up and can partially communicate, reducing the
burden on the main network.

SCN (Side Chain Network)

Main Chain Network
PN

nec

Con

t

EN

SCN

CN

CCN

(Core Cell Network)

Connect

PNN

(Proxy Node Network)

ENN

(Endpoint Node Network)

Con

nect

SCN

PN
CN

CCN
(Core Cell Network)

Figure 21. Composition Diagram of the Type of Klaytn Blockchain
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6.2. Klaytn SDK Common Architecture
A. KCT (Klaytn Common Token) Layer
Interacts with the Klaytn Common Token contract and is implemented by extending a class from Contract.
We currently use KIP-7, a contract compatible with ERC-20; and KIP-17, a contract compatible with ERC-721.
B. Contract Layer
Interacts with Klaytn's smart contracts. This layer provides the ability to encode/decode parameters based on the ABI.
C. Transaction Layer
There are Klaytn transaction types, decoders, and hasher.
This class is responsible for decrypting transactions and computing hashes.
D. Wallet Layer
Keyring classes include Single Keyrings, Multiple Keyrings, and Role Based Keyrings.
Keyring containers have an “in-memory wallet” feature to store keyring instances.
E. Account Layer
It includes a class that stores necessary information when updating Klaytn's Account Key.
F. RPC Layer
Includes Net classes responsible for making RPC calls to Klay Name Space and RPC calls to Net Name Space.
G. Utils Layer
There are various classes that provide utility functions.

KIP7

KCT

Contract

KIP17

ABI

Contract

Transaction Types

Transaction

Wallet

Transaction Decoder
Transaction Hasher

Account

ABI

Keyring Container
Keyring

Utils
Utils

Account

Net

RPC
Klay

Figure 22. Layers that Make Up the Klaytn Blockchain
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6.3. Classification by Role
A. Role of Medical Device Producers
Medical device manufacturers such as implant manufacturers and Botox manufacturers generate QR codes or barcodes
using Lot Numbers, UDI Codes, and detailed product information at the same time as product production. Medical device
manufacturers and digital certificate providers share status information such as operation, production, shipment, and
delivery. The blockchain confirms and approves the final authenticity of the digital certificate issuance request and the
attending physician's cross-verification.

B. Role of Digital Certificate Providers
The digital certificate provider is handed some information related to the production of medical devices to convert into
NFTs. We collect digital certificate issuance requests from medical device manufacturers and digital certificate issuance
requests from attending physicians, and provide digital certificates to patients after confirmation is received.

C. Role of Medical Institutions
Medical institutions record, register, and update patients' medical information after treatment. After treatment using
medical devices such as implants and Botox, they check the QR Code or barcode produced by the manufacturer at the
manufacturing stage and request the issuance of a digital certificate.

Patient
Request for issuance of NFT after medical procedure
- Medical device producers, approved by medical facilities
- Transferred to Klip wallet
Owner change with NFT sale transfer

Medical Device Producer

NFT manager

Medical Facilities

Smart Contract Owner

Primary Care Physician

Medical device production
- Issuance of Lot Number

Request for issuance of NFT for medical devices +

- Issuance of UDI Code

Request for NFT from Doctor.

- Issuance of product details QR code

= Check authenticity

- In-house DB registration
Request NFT Issuance
Product forwarding/delivery

Register patient medical records

- Distribution of one NFT (KIP-17) Smart contract

Check medical device QR code

- Issue one NFT digital certificate token to patient wallet

and information

- MetaData: product name, LOT, UDI, QR code

- Request NFT Issuance

logistics data

Product management information DB registration

Delivery forwarding product to

NFT management information DB registration

medical facilities

Figure 23. Service Diagram of the NFT Platform Provided by MISBLOC
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6.4. App Architecture
A. System Overview
MISBLOC consists of three layers: Core, Service, and DAPP.

The core layer is the logical part that forms the foundation of the entire system and cross-validates information from
healthcare organizations and medical device producers. The results of all collected healthcare services are recorded as a
result in the Klaytn Hybrid Blockchain with the consent of the medical device manufacturers, digital certificate producers
and patients. The patient is finally validated for NFT certificate ownership generated by the digital certificate producer.

The service layer includes functions to request external DB information, control smart contracts, and receive Klip's
personal identification. However, functions may be limited by the results of the Core layer, as in the example below.

EX) Cancellation of digital certificate transmission due to non-fulfillment of conditions when digital certificate issuance
approval is omitted by medical institutions and medical device manufacturers.

In the DApp layer, information about internal logic and screen output information requested from the outside exists by
default. It also provides users with the ability to input inquiries, etc.

Certificate

DApp
- Publish screen output information including internal
logical organization & external requested information

Service
- External DB information request
- Smart contract control
- Klip identity verification function

MISBLOC
Core

Core
- Cross-verification of information from medical facilities
and medical device manufacturers
- Records as a result on the Klaytn hybrid blockchain
- Final verification of NFT certificate possession results

Figure 24. MISBLOC Architecture
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B. Smart Contract Required Features
The basic blockchain functional requirements to be used in the current project are as follows. First, it is necessary to create
Klaytn's KIP-17 smart contract for blockchain registration of new medical information. Second, the NFT token is issued by
inserting the information of the medical device used to treat the patient in the contract. Lastly, the NFT token transfer
function is required for the sale or transfer of ownership of user medical information.

C. App Development Environment
To design or create the user interface, we will work with React and Vue frameworks on the front end. The back end
(information processing unit), where actual information is reprocessed, requests the information of medical device
producers through API based on Node.js and records the user's medical device information. However, only in special cases
including change of medical device information, returns, or refunds, will the information of the manufacturer of the
medical device and the actual information not match on the front end. The end can be processed through API. The icloud
service provided by Kakao stores all DB content, grasps information entered by medical device manufacturers and medical
workers in medical institutions in real time, and collects NFT information to be issued by NPaaS (NFT platform).
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Token Model

7.1. Basic Community Token Model
M
Community marketing & Banner ads (Token Payment)

AD

Creating a posttreatment/therapy reviews

Creating a posttreatment/therapy reviews

M
Reward with tokens
(equal to number of recommendations)

Community
High-Quality content
recommendation

M
Reward with tokens
(equal to number of recommendations)

M

Figure 25. Community Token Ecosystem

Review-based Medical SNS Operation
When the public writes in the community on the mobile application, they are rewarded with a certain number of points
and these points can be converted into MSB tokens. Instead of simply receiving points indefinitely by writing a lot of
articles, the structure is designed so that the more viewers that press the ‘Like’ button and the more comments they
receive, the more points they earn and tokens are rewarded. In addition, this reward is structured to receive more weight
according to the amount of MSB held by users who click ‘Like’. The writer's MSB holdings are also used as a weighted
standard for the amount of tokens that will be paid out later. We designed the system so that if you post with before and
after treatment photos, you will receive more points.

Community Advertising
The MISBLOC mobile application has a corner where each medical institution can attach a banner, and you can move to a
more detailed page by clicking on each banner. On the detailed page, you can include the location of each medical
institution and the introduction of the medical staff. When using the hospital marketing corner, you increase the value of
the token by inducing the purchase of tokens and by requiring the payment of tokens according to marketing expenses.
By redistributing a significant portion of the tokens generated from the revenues of the marketing corner to the community and each service, we have designed a virtuous cycle structure that can sustain the token ecosystem.
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Online Questionnaire
In addition to issuing medical records, individuals can resell medical data registered on the ANAPATALK platform or receive
a certain fee whenever their medical records are shared. ANAPATALK provides an online questionnaire creation function.
This medical questionnaire can be excellent medical data because it is necessary to describe most of the systemic diseases
that each patient has. Individuals can fill out the questionnaire and convert the points received into MSB tokens, and
receive additional token rewards as this data is on-chain. This data may be shared or resold to others in a system
developed in the future. At this time, individuals can be rewarded with tokens from sales revenue or provided with a
certain fee for repeated resale.
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7.2. Role of MSB (MISBLOC Token)
ERC-20, KCT (mainnet support in April, 2022)
Payment and payment methods within the ANAPATALK platform
Means of compensation for registration of personal medical data
Compensation method for registering to share medical reviews
Means of payment for access to personal health data
Payment method at the time of issuance of medical records
Can be used for medical expenses during telemedicine
Payment Methods for Remote Prescriptions
Compensation means according to community activities of medical personnel and patients
Means of payment for the purchase of registered medical data
Compensation method according to online medical questionnaire registration

MSB Tokens are an Ethereum-based (later Klaytn-based) utility token used on the ANAPATALK platform. MSB Tokens can
be obtained as a reward through activities on the ANAPATALK platform or purchased at digital asset exchanges (Coinone,
Bittrex).

MSB Tokens are not only used in the token ecosystem on the mobile application, but also maximize usability by allowing
them to be used for the payment of medical expenses at MISBLOC Partnership hospitals and clinics. By utilizing MSB
Tokens, users can use various hospital services at a lower cost than those required by existing hospitals.

MISBLOC intends to implement the content described in the whitepaper step by step. More than 50% of the uses of MSB
tokens described above will be implemented in 2022 and 2023, and MISBLOC will form a token ecosystem that actually
works.
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7.3. Token Economy
Individuals can be rewarded with tokens in several ways.
The token reward and acquisition paths are as follows:

When writing a
medical review

When filling out the
online medical
questionnaire

When registering
medical records

When registering
medical video
and image data

Sharing and selling
medical data to
third parties

Reward for
community activities

Personal Wallet

Figure 26. Paths to get MSB Tokens and Points

In order to receive token rewards, you must first perform certain activities within the ANAPATALK platform. As a result of
the activities described above, users may earn a predetermined number of points. These points can be converted into
MSB tokens in the ANAPATALK Wallet. Since each medical data utilizes the blockchain, the transparency and reliability of
the medical data along with the token usage history are guaranteed. The next chapter will look at point mining, which is
done to obtain tokens.
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7.4. Point Policy
What is a point?
It is used to pay for ANAPATALK in-app activities and certain events, and can be converted into MSB tokens through the
point swap function.

Value of Points
1 ANAPATALK point is equivalent to 1 KRW. 1 point can be converted to MSB worth 1 KRW.

Earn Points
Points can be earned through ANAPTALK in-app activities or earned through ANAPTALK events. The amount of points
earned is subject to change without prior notice. Point accumulation is as follows.

Registration
Earn 1,000 points (first time only)

Attendance Check
Earn 150 Points
Earn up to 400% points when registering as a member by recommending a friend (up to 30 people)

Community Use
You can write a medical review once a week
When writing a medical review (Payment after approval by the manager)
- Earn 500 points with 10 characters or more
- 1,000 points earned when attaching more than 200 characters + 1 photo
Earn 50 points when writing a comment on a post (up to 5 times a day)
Earn 20 points when recommending posts and comments (up to 5 times a day)

Hospital Reservation and Questionnaire Completion
500 points for hospital reservations (once a month)
1,000 points earned when filling out the medical questionnaire (paid once every 6 months)
Accumulate 1,500 points when agreeing to an on-chain questionnaire (not yet implemented)
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Point → Token Swap Policy
You can swap points when you have more than 10,000 points.
Swap is carried out by converting the value of 1 KRW per point.
They are swapped based on the price at the time of token swap approval.
You can apply once a day.
When requesting a point swap of KRW 50,000 or more, please contact us through our KakaoTalk channel.
When applying for conversion, the transaction cannot be reversed.
Points acquired in an unspecified or unfair way may expire.

Point Validity Period
Points can be used for one year from the date of accrual.
Points automatically expire after the expiration date.
Points awarded for some promotions may have a separate expiration date.

Refund/Cancellation/Expiration of Points
Points will not be cashed and will not be refunded in cash.
The points paid can be used by accumulation.
Points that have expired after one year of validity will not be reissued.
Points are non-cash, non-refundable, and cannot be transferred, inherited, or transferred to other accounts other than
the paid account.
If you switch to a dormant member because you have not logged in for a year, the held points will disappear.
If you withdraw from the membership, the points you hold will expire.
Points obtained by unspecified means of application may be destroyed without being swapped for tokens.
Points obtained from an event that hasn’t officially started may be destroyed.
Points acquired from a page under development may be destroyed.
If a written review is deleted within a certain period of time or made private according to the operating policy, the
points and tokens accumulated at the time of creation will be automatically recovered. However, if the account holder
deleted it 180 days after the date of creation, it will be excluded from automatic recovery.
Points acquired using bugs in an application or program may be destroyed.

Change of Policy
The detailed points policy may change from time to time without notice.
This policy was notified on February 24, 2022.
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7.5. Token Distribution
MISBLOC Token
Ticker: MSB
Total Supply: 300,000,000
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Development
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Token Sale

10%
Team

22%

Marketing
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Reserve

18%

Ecosystem

5%

Advisor

Figure 27. MSB Token Metrics
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Partners
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Team & Advisor

9.1. Team

CEO, Dohee Kim

COO, Kevin Park

CTO, Kiwon Park

• Master's degree in Dentistry

• COO of Blink Management

• CEO of All Seven Co., LTd.

• Bachelor's degree of
Computer Science

• COO of LIVE PARTNERS

• CEO of Style Web Co., LTd.

JongHak An

Min Seok Jung

JinKook Im

Junho Kang

Developer

Developer

Marketing Manager

Marketing Manager

EunSil Heo

GiSan Seung

Haseung Lim

JongJae Lee

Designer

Market Manager

Community Manager

QA Manager

9.2. Advisor

Taehee Byun

Kihyo Lee

Taeon Koo

Hyungjung Kim
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Roadmap

2019
• Business Planning and Preparation

2020 Q1
• Medical Application
Anapatalk 1.0 Development

2020 Q2
• More than 20 Agreements
with Medical Institutions

2020 Q3
• ANAPATALK 1.0 (Release of medical review
compensation via SNS)

2020 Q4
• Listed on Domestic Exchange

2021 Q1
• More than 20 Agreements with
Medical Institutions

2021 Q2
• Medical Application ANAPATALK 2.0 Launches

2021 Q3
• Listed on Overseas Exchanges
• Add the Ability to Find Hospitals
by Symptom on ANAPATALK
• More than 20 Conventions for Medical Institutions

2021 Q4
• ANAPATALK 2.1 Upgrade Development Initiated
(Wallet Development, Mainnet Change, Online Questionnaire)
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2022 Q1
• MSB WALLET released on ANAPATALK

2022 Q2
• Hospital Reservation Beta Service Launch
• Development of an Online Questionnaire

2022 Q3
• Hospital Reservation Web Version Released,
Android Official Version Released
• Klatyn Mainnet Migration

2022 Q4
• ANAPATALK Shopping Mall Launches
• Kakao Klip Wallet Registration

2023 Q1
• Development and Launch of
Online Medical Questionnaire;
MyData Blockchainization

2023 Q2
• Radiographic Medical Data
Blockchain Development

2023 Q3
• Medical & Health NFTs Android,
IOS Versions Released

2023 Q4
• Advancement of Medical &
Health NFT Service
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Disclaimer

Please, read the following content carefully before participating in the MISBLOC ICO. The following applies to anyone who
reads the MISBLOC WHITEPAPER(hereinafter referred as the “Whitepaper”). This Whitepaper is provided by MISBLOC
Team on an “as is” and “as available” basis, and at any time at its sole discretion, and does not guarantee that any content
in this Whitepaper will remain unchanged until the future.

If there is any doubt about the content of this white paper, you should consult with an accountant, attorney, or other
specialists before purchasing.

1. The White Paper is written to provide information on the MISBLOC project which MISBLOC Team intends to launch, and
it is descriptive and not legally binding. Therefore, any content in the Whitepaper should not be considered as an invitation
or an incentive to attract participation in any investment. In addition, this Whitepaper does not guarantee the applicability
of laws such as the Medical Service Act or the Personal Information Protection Act.

2. MISBLOC Team does not provide investment or financial advice, and this Whitepaper does not constitute any relations
between the buyer and the seller. The statements and information contained herein are not about the present but the
future prediction. Please be informed that the statements and information based on the future forecasts in this Whitepaper are uncertain as including known and unknown risks, and the actual outcome may differ from the one predicted by
participants based on the statements and information herein, or the one that this Whitepaper implies and presents.

3. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, MISBLOC Team itself and any director, agent, employee,
distribution partner and any representative of MISBLOC Team is unconditionally waived for claims of all and any direct,
indirect, incidental, punitive, or consequential damages as following: (1) the accuracy and completeness of any contracts
according to the Whitepaper; (2) any error or omission of the Whitepaper; (3) inability to peruse the Whitepaper due to
undefined causes; (4) or other whether arising in contract, tort or otherwise, which may occur as a result of your use of(or
inability to use) this Whitepaper or from your use of (or failure to use) the information on this Whitepaper.

MISBLOC Team shall not be liable for any loss or damage which may arise as a result of your use of(or inability to use) this
Whitepaper or from your use of (or failure to use) the information on this Whitepaper regardless of prior notice being
given or any predictable loss of: (1) profit, revenue, debt and all other forms of monetary damages; (2) Income, sales,
capital loss, liability and other losses incurred during business transactions, business activities, and operating profit-related
activities; (3) data loss or corruption; (4) incidental or special damages; (5) wasted or lost administrative time; (6) whatever
nature, direct, indirect, consequential, punitive, or other whether arising in contract, tort or otherwise.
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4. The contents of the Whitepaper may change depending on the MISBLOC developing process, market changes,
technological advances, and changes in ICO or token regulations. However, MISBLOC Team is not obligated to inform or
report to readers about events, platforms, plans, changes in estimates, or changes in tolerance in this Whitepaper.

5. This Whitepaper is aimed to provide the information, for reference only, of the business being contemplated by
MISBLOC Team, not to offer any advice or recommendation on law, tax, finance, accounting, regulations, or others. Please
be aware that there may be possible financial risks during irregular periods as a result of the purchase and sale of coins and
tokens. Participants should seek appropriate counsel for their situations. Please consult professional financial, investment,
and tax advisers before making any investment in MISBLOC ICO. In purchasing and selling coins or tokens, participants
shall make a decision, considering potential profits and other possible disadvantages from such transactions after
consultation with each expert in the law, tax, finance, accounting, regulations, and others.

6. It is the sole responsibility of MISBLOC ICO purchasers and potential participants to check legal dispositions such as
income tax that may arise with regard to the acquisition and disposition of MISBLOC Tokens (hereinafter referred as “
MSB”), and the possibility of foreign currency exchange. MISBLOC Team highly encourages participants to find and
understand the obligations regarding disclosure.

7. The publication and distribution of this Whitepaper are prohibited in countries where publication and distribution of
whitepapers are forbidden. The information contained in this Whitepaper has not been validated or approved by any
regulatory agency, and any action that violates the law is not valid for MISBLOC Team. We do not guarantee that the
publication or distribution of this Whitepaper complies with all regulatory requirements of the country in which it is issued.

8. The given English Whitepaper is the only official source of information regarding the MISBLOC project and the launch of
MISBLOC. The information contained in the Whitepaper may be translated into other languages or used to communicate
with potential partners and project participants. As a result of the translation of Whitepaper, some of the information
contained in the Whitepaper may be missing, damaged, or misrepresented. If there is a conflict between the translation
and English version of the official Whitepaper, contents of the English version of the official Whitepaper will prevail.
However, this fact does not imply that MISBLOC Team, affiliate, and its directors, employees, or representatives are legally
liable for the content of Whitepaper.

9. MISBLOC Whitepaper is copyrighted. You may download or print individual sections of the Whitepaper only for personal
use or other proprietary notices. No part of this Whitepaper may be reproduced in whole or in part, reproduced electron
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cally or otherwise, or modified, linked, or used for public or commercial purposes without the prior written consent of
MISBLOC Team.

Risks
MISBLOC Team is aware of various kinds of risks, including a loss of purchase price. No warranties, promises and/or
representations of any kind, expressed or implied, are given as to the nature, standard, accuracy or otherwise of the
information provided in this Whitepaper nor to the suitability or otherwise of the information to your particular circumstances. MISBLOC Team does not accept any responsibility or liability for the accuracy, content, completeness, legality, or
reliability of the information contained on this Whitepaper.

Purchasers are deemed to have consented to the purchase and sale of a MSB to be aware of and purchasing a MSB as is,
without any warranties of any kind whatsoever.

1. Blockchain Risk: Blockchain system congestion may cause transactions to be processed late or invalidate. In particular,
smart contracts responsible for issuing and distributing MSBs are based on the technology known as Etherium Blockchain.
The Etherium protocol may have weaknesses and vulnerabilities, and also may cause various bugs, including bugs where
MSBs are lost. Also, monetary damage may occur to MISBLOC Team and MISBLOC ICO participants due to those
problems of the Etherium Blockchain.

2. Transaction privacy leakage: Your personal information is required to distribute and control MSBs in the purchasers'
electronic wallet. MSB stored in the wallet may be changed or lost due to an internal or external factor such as attack from
malicious code, software bugs, blockchain networks error, and more. Transaction privacy leakage can facilitate the leakage
of confidential information, theft of cryptographic keys and therefore cause MSB leakage from the purchasers’ e-wallet.

3. Security vulnerabilities: Like all other cryptocurrencies, Etherium blockchain faces its security flaws as hackers can exploit
these systems by ‘Double spending‘ or ’51% attack’. These vulnerabilities in Etherium blockchain thus may lead hackers to
attack MISBLOC Team or MISBLOC and steal millions and billions of MSBs in one go.

4. E-Wallet compatibility risk: Participants must use an electronic wallet that is technically compatible with the MSB to
purchase or store a MSB. If a participant is using a different wallet, the participant may not be able to access the purchased
MSB.
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5. Force majeure: MISBLOC in now under development process, and MISBLOC Team makes every attempt to ensure to
develop and maintain the MISBLOC as it is described on this Whitepaper. However, the policy and regulatory framework
around blockchain is in its infancy and therefore there is a risk that MISBLOC Team either failed to adhere to regulatory
requirements for the specific use case and technology, or new laws or regulations may conflict with current MISBLOC
project functioning. MISBLOC Team will be exempted from any liability for damages and losses of value and/or liquidity of
MSB subject to force majeure factors such as changes in regulatory frames required licenses and taxation policies, the
emergence of platforms or open source that adversely affect the MISBLOC Team or MISBLOC, the lack of market interest,
or others.
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